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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF HUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Thomas E. Murley, Director

in the Hatter of

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER Docket No. 50-220
CORPORATION

(NineMilePointNuclearStation, (10CFR2.206)
Unit 1)

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206

INTRODUCTION

On July 26, 1990, Ms. Rosemary S. Pooler (Petitioner) of the Atlantic

States Legal Foundation, Inc., on behalf of Retire Nine Mile 1, filed a Petition

in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206 with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Comission). The Petition was referred to the Director, Office of Nuclear

ReactorRegulation(NRR),forconsideration.

The Petition asked the NRC to institute a proceeding to modify,

suspend, or revoke Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation's (HMPC's or licensee's)

license to operate Nine Mile Point Huclear Station, Unit 1 (NMP-1), until

such time as HMPC demonstrates that it has the requisite nianagement capability

to operate a nuclear power plant, until such time as the torus is repaired, and

until such time as NHPC implements every outstanding generic letter and bulletin

relating to safety. As bases for this request, the Petition alleges (1) the

most recent Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) report shows

evidence of managerial incompetence at NHP-1; (2) there is continuing
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evidence of thinning of the torus walls, and therefore the plant should not be

-allowed to restart before the torus is repaired; and (3) the history of NMPC's
'

management, together with the specific questio95 relating to restart, call for

a'different standard at NMP-1 from that applied to other plants with regard to

implementation of all safety issues raised by generic letters and bulletins.

In letters of May 14, 1990, and July 26, 1990, to the Comissioners,

further questions are specified relating to the bases stated for the Petition.

By letter dated August 31, 1990, I acknowledged receipt of the Petition

and informed the Petitioner that appropriate action would be taken on the

Petition within a reasonable time.

The Petition was placed in the Public Document Room and a copy of the

Petiticn was sent to NMPC which provided the NRC with comments by letter dated

October 25, 1990.

I have now completed my evaluation of the Petition. For the reasons

given in the discussion-below, the Petitioner's request for action is denied.

BACKGROUND

NMP-1 was- shut down in December 1987 when a manual scram was initiated

in response to a feedwater transient. The unit initially remained shut down

because of extensive problems in NMPC's inservice inspection (ISI) program for-
,

NMP-1. HMP-1- was ' operating at the end of a 417-day run when it was -shut down.

As a result of a March 1988 inspection, Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) 88-13

was issued to formalize the licensee's commitments to correct documentation

deficiencies in NMPC's licensed operator requalification program. - To

;
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address a broader spectrum of perf ormance deficiencies that were identified

before and subsequent to the December 1987 shutdown, CAL 88-17 was issued on

July 24, 1988, superseding CAL 88-13 and documenting HMPC's comitment not to

restart the unit until corrective actions for these broader issues were completed

and restart was authorized by the NRC Regional Administrator for Region 1.

In addition to the 151 and requalification program concerns, the broader

spectrum of performance deficiencies included inoperable fire-barrier penetrations

that had been repeatedly inspected by the licensee without uncovering the

deficiencies (InspectionReportNos. 50-220/88-15 and 50-410/88-15, dated June 7,

1988) and significant weaknesses in the implementation of emergency operating

procedures (Inspection Report Hos. 50-220/88-22 and 50-410/88-23, dated July 8,

1988).

NMP-1 was placed on the NRC's list of plants warranting close monitoring

in June 1988. This action was the result of HRC senior managers' cvaluation

of the plant's performance on the above issues as well as findings contained

in the then nost recent Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Final

Report (Report Nos. 50-220/86-99 and 50-410/87-99, dated July 1, 1988) regarding

HMPC's management weaknesses, HMPC's failure to seek out problets and correct

them before they became regulatory concerns, and the limited success of

previous licensee efforts to bring about long-term changes in performunce at

HMP-1. This close monitoring has included a major increase in inspection

activity and the establishment of a Restart Assessment Panel to evaluate (1)

the adequacy of the licensee's Restart Action Plan (RAP) and (2) the

effectiveness of the licensee's implementation of the PAP.

CAL 88-17 documented the licensee's agreement not to restart MPP-1 until

the licensee had taken certain corrective actions, which were to include (1) an

.
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assessment of the root causes of why NMPC's line management had not been

effective in recognizing and remedying problems; (2) preparation of a RAP

identifying all actions to be completed before startup and a schedule for

completion of all other actions to be ctepleted after startup that were needed

toaddresstherootcausesidentifiedintheitem(1) effort;and(3)awritten

report identifying _ (a) NMPC's basis for concluding that NMP-1 was ready for

restart,(b)aself-assessmentoftheimplementationoftheRAP,and(c)NMPC's

conclusions regarding whether line management possessed the appropriate leadership

skills to prevent or to detect and correct future problems.
!

!

DISCUSSION

The Petitioner requested the NRC to institute a proceeding to modify,

suspend, or revoke NMPC's license to operate litiP-1 until such time as NMPC

Cemonstrates that it possesses the requisite management capability to operate a

nuclear power plant, until such time as the as the torus is repaired, and until
I such time as flMPC implements every outstanding generic letter and bulletin

relating to safety. I also note that by letter dated May 14, 1990, from the

Petitioner to'the Connission, the-Petitioner expressed a number of concerns

regarding NMP-1. The concerns expressed in the May 14, 1990, letter were

similar to those again raised in the July 26, 1990, letter. The NRC staff's

| detailed comments addressing specific questions and concerns raised in the May 14,

1990, letter were provided in an enclosure to a letter dated June 21, 1990,i

from Chairc.an Carr to the Petitioner. . The following discussion addresses the

bases asserted by the Petitioner as supporting its request for action.t

|
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1. There is continuing evidence of a lack of management technical-
~

competence and integrity to operate Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 1.

Specifically, can the Commission be sure that the health and safety of the

public can be assured given the most recent SALP report iQich continues

to document operator failure?

TheNRC'sSystematicAssessmentofLicenseePerformance(SALP)Programis

an integrated agency effort to collect and evaluate available agency insights,

data, and other information on a plant / site basis in a structured manner in

order to assess and better understand the reasons for a licensee's performance.

The manner in which a licensee meets regalatory requirements and the degree to

which a licensee seeks to improve per formance are both measures of a licensee's

comitment to nuclear safety and plant reliability. The program is supplemental

to normal regulatory processes used to ensure compliance with NRC rules and

regulations. The program is intended to be sufficiently diagnostic to provide.

a rational basis for allocating flRC resources and to provide meaningful

feedback to the licensee's management regarding the NRC's assessment of the

licensee's performance in each of the assessed areas. It should be noted

that the SALP Progran assesses a licensee's performance during the entire

assessment period and, therefore, poor performance in part of the period may

adversely affect the licensee's overall rating.

Independent of the SALP Program, whenever the NRC staff detects

violations of HRC requirements, the NRC staff takes enforcement action, as

appropriate, in accordance with its " General Statement of Policy and Procedure

for ilRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C. The staff does not

- delay taking such action because of an ongoing SALP process.

The most recently published final SALP Report for NMP-1 assessed licensee

performance for the period March 1,1989, - February 28, 1990. The final

,
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report for this assessment period was issued on August 1, 1990 as Report Hos.

50-220/89-99 and 50-410/89-99. At the time the SALP was performed NMP-1 was

shut down and NMPC was taking action to respond to the issues set forth in CAL

88-17. - Although this SALP report identified several areas of concern regarding

managecent issues that were acknowledged by HMPC in its response dated July 2,

1990 to the May 7,1990, SALP Board report, the SALP Program and the resulting

SALP report were not, and were not intended to be, used by the NRC statf to

evaluate the readiness of NMP-1 for restart. Rather, the specific actions that

t|MPC was required to implement before restart and which were identified in

CAL 88-17 were evaluated by an NRC Restart Assessment Panel. This evaluation,

in turn, served as the basis for the NRC's restart decision.

- CAL 08-17 confirmed that the licensee would:

(1) determine and document its assessment of the root causes of why

i;MPC's management had not been effective in recognizing and remedying

problems;

(2) prepare a proposed restart action plan and submit it to the

NRC, Region 1 Regional Administrator, for review and approval; and

(3) provide a written report regarding the readiness of HMP-1 for restart.

In response to items 1 and 2 of CAL 88-17, the licensee prepared a RAP which

was submitted to the NRC by letter dated December 21, 1986. Revision-1 to the

RAP was submitted by letter dated March 2,1989, and Revision 2 was submitted

by letter dated July 11, 1989, to accomodate intPC initiatives and in response

to staff comments during the NRC staff's review of the RAP. In brief, the RAP.

described the process used to develop the RAP, identified five underlying root

causes-(URCs) responsible for management's ineffectiveness in recognizing and
,

reaedying problems, identified corrective action objectives and specific

,
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corrective actions to eJdress the URCs, and also identified corrective action

plans for 18 specific issues that are listed in Table 1 of the RAP,

p The five URCs identified in the RAP were as follows:
L

L (1) The management tasks of planning and goal setting have not

kept pace with the changing needs of the Nuclear Division

and with changes within the nuclear industry,,
,

| '

(2) The process for identifying and resolving issues before

they become regulatory concerns was less than adequate in |

j- that no integrated or consistent process was used to identify,

. analyze, correct, and assess problems in a timely way,
,

(3) Management's technical focus has created an organizational
:

l

culture that diverts attention away from the needs of employees i

and effective use of enployees,

(4) Standards of performance have not been defined or described

sufficiently for effective assessment, and self-assessments

have not been consistent or effective.

(5) 1.ack of effective tea:.,,ork within the Nuclear Division and

with support organizations is evidenced by lack of coordination,

cooperation, and communication in carrying out responsibilities.
| In September 1988, the NRC staff convened a Restart Assessment Panel

comprised of senior representatives from NRC Headquarters and Region 1 for

|
th2 review of NMP-1 restart-related issues, including the RAP. The Restart

Assessment Pan,' .tvaluated the adequacy of the RAP. In addition, an NRR

Special Team Inspection (STI) was conducted from January 31, 1989, to March 3,

1989, to independently determine the root causes of HMPC performance deficiencies

(InspectionReportNos. 50-220/69-200 and 50-410/89-200, dated May 10,1989).

L

|

.
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The STI agreed with NMPC's identification of the five URC's as the source of'

NMPC's management problems. Furthermore, the STI identified no new root-

causes, but noted additional examples of previously identified problems. On

the basis of the staff's review of the RAP, which included consideration of
.

coments on the RAP received from the public at a meeting held in Oswego, New

York, on August 23~, 1989, and the results of the STI, the Restart Assessment

Panel concluded that the licensee had thoroughly researched, evaluated, and

documented in the RAP the root causes of its previous inability to effectively

n.anage the operation of NMP-1, as well as the 18 specific issues listed in
'

e Table 1 of the RAP. The panel also concluded that the RAP identified the

essential corrective actions necessary to effect overall performance improvements

at .t;t'P-1. Therefore, by letter dated September 29, 1989, the NRC staff approved

the RAF and considered action items 1 and 2 of CAL 88-17 to be complete.

By letter dated September 8,1989, the ".icensee submitted a Restart.,

Readiness Report (RRR) in response to the third action required by CAL 87, 17,

The RRP provided la'PC's evaluation-of the effectiveness of the corrective
.

actions contained in the RAP. The RRR concluded that NMP-1 was physically

ready; to operate and that tiMPC had the _ management and leadership skills

necessary to safely operate NMP-1 subject to the completion of certain items

clearly ider.tified in the RRR,-

-In October 1989, the flRC staff conducted a 2-week Integrated Assessment

Team Inspection (laTI) to review the licensee's implementation of the RAP in

resolving the five URCs of past management effectiveness issues (Inspection

Report 50-220/89-81, dated November 8, 1989), In sumary, the IATI team concluded

that the RAP was well-disseminated within the licensee's organization and

generally understood. However, the degree to which the plan had been effectively

'

.
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implemented varied. The team noted clear improvement in performance related w

the areas of planning and goal setting, organization culture, and teaw ork

(URCs 1, 3, and 5). The IATI team findings in these areas are sumarized as

follows:

In regard to URC No. 1, the IATI team noted that upper management levels

had instituted a management-by-objectives (MBO) system and had implemented it

to varying degrees down to the first-line supervision level, (non-union

representation). Below this first-line supervision icvel, the majority of

working level personnel had been given a pamphlet on vision, mission, goals,

and standards of performance, which was developed by the Nuclear Division in

1989. Employees understood that its contents represented the objective for

performance that they should strive to achieve. Working level personnel were

generally achieving this objective. Overall, the team concluded that HMPC had

clearly improved its performance in the area of planning and goal setting.

With regard to URC Ho. 3, tne IATI team found that most individuals in

HMPC's staff accepted the bases for and actions associated with the plan to

improve performance. However, one example to the contrary existed in that

nanagerrent was not properly controlling overtime according to technical

specification guidelines. Notwithstanding this example, the team concluded

that tiMPC had clearly improved its overall performance in the area of

organizational culture.

With respect to URC No. 5, the IATI team noted good overall cooperation

among departments, and especially observed how well the operations and trainlag

departments worked together. From interviews, the team learned that the plant

staff felt free to seek clarification regarding supervisory decisions.

|
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Overall, the team concluded that HMPC had clearly improved its performance in

the area of teawork.

Although it noted some signs of improvement, overall, the IATI team

considered performance in the areas of problem solving and standards of performance

and self-assessment to be weak (URCs 2 and 4). However, the team identified no

fundamental flaws during the inspection to indicate that the RAP was inadequate.

Following the IATI, the licensee continued with its implementation of the,

RAP. During the period April 30 - May 11, 1990, the NRC staff conducted a

ReadinessAssessmentTeamInspection(PATI)(InspectionReportNo. 50-220/90-80,

datedJune1,1990). This inspection made performance-based assessments of

HMPC activities to determine whether sufficient progress had been inade in

resolving the previously-identified URCs of management deficiencies to support

the restart of the unit. The RATI team assessed the effectiveness of NMPC's

performance in five functional areas: (1)plantoperations,(2) radiological

controls (3) maintenance and surveillance, (4) engineering and technical

support, and (5) safety assessment and quality verification. The team also

evaluated the material condition of the plant and overall management readiness

to support restart and operation of the unit.

The RATI team determined that the licensee had made adequate progress in

resolving the two URC areas that the IATI formerly judged to be weak. Specifically,

these URC areas were URC No. 2. " Problem Solving," and URC No. 4, " Standards of

Performance and Self-Assessment." The RATI team findings in these areas are

summarized as follows. With regard to URC No. 2, effective use of engineering.

support for problem solving was noted-by the team. A notable area of improvement

had been the integration of the system engineering function into daily plant

activities. The use of contract engineering support was noted to be effective.
|

|
i

|
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Root cause analyses developed by both HMPC and contract engineering personnel

were generally good. With regard to URC Ho. 4, the team ooted an overall

attitude change in line :ith tne standards of performance which had been

developed by FMPC. Positive acceptance of these standards of performance was

noted in all the functional areas evaluated by the team. Specifically, improvement

in the standards of performance was noted in the areas of procedural adherence,

procedure quality, work control package quality, plant housekeeping, attention

to industrial and radiation safety practices, communications and teamwork. The .

readiness assessment team also determined that HMPC had sustained its level of

performance in the other three URC areas, namely, * Planning and Goal Setting"

(URC No.1), " Organizational Culture" (URC No. 3), and "Ttamork" (URC No. B).

The PATI tear also concluded that N!!PC had continued to improve its performance

in each of the functional areas evaluated in the inspection and particularly in

the functional areas that were rated Category 3 (Plant Ooerations, Maintenance /

Surveillance, and Safety Assessment / Quality Verification) in the test recent

SALP period, which ended February P.8,1990.

Overall, the RATI team found the material conditi6n of the plant to be

acceptable and the plant organization capable of nonaging activities associated

with plarit startup and operation. The RATI team :encluded thtt corrective

actions taken by HMPC had effected appropriate chcnges in the control and

performance of plant activities and in the analysis end assessment of plant

events to resolve the URCs. The team also concluded from the observation of

plant activities performed by NMPC during the inspection that the ignplementation

of these changes had been sufficiently effective to supp. ort the restart of the

unit. Subject to the completion of then-scheduled testing and startup preparation

activities, the RATI team found no impediments to the restart of HMP-1.

8*

|

|
'
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Comission status briefings on the readiness for restart of NMP-1 were

conducted on August 2,1989, and May 14, 1990.

|.
By letter dated July 13,1990., in accordance with CAL 88-17, the licensee

j requested approval to restart NMP-1. In this letter, the licensee reviewed its

progress in meeting the conditions of CAL 88-17 and its progress in implimenting,

its RAP. On the bases sumarized in its letter of July 13, 1990, including
,

the completion of the remaining open items it identified in its RRR, the

licensee concluded that it was ready to resume operation of f#iP-1 upon receipt

of approval from the HRC's Regional Administrater for Region 1.

The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's justification for resumption of

; operation of HMP-1. By letter dated July 27, 1990, the NPC Regional A(ministrator

i for Region 1 issued Supplement No. I to CAL 80-17 buthorizing the restart of

HMP-1. The detailed supporting bases for authorizing restart were included as

an attachment to. CAL 88-17, Suppi netit No. 1. In sumdry, the staf f concluced

that the licensee had satisfactorily ccmpleted the three actions described in

CAL 88-17. In addition, the staff's evaluation of the following areas was

found acceptable for plant restart: (1) NMPC's root cause identification

and corrective action process, (2) NMPC's management organization a6.d oversight,

(3) NMPC's plant and corporate staff readiness for restart, and (4) the physical

readiness of NMP-1 for restart.

The NRC staff's approval of the restart of RMP-1 was subject to HMPC's

j (1) self-assessment of its operations throughout the power ascension program

and specific conduct of a detailed assessment at each of the designated

plateaus (i.e., 25 , 75 , and 100-percent power); (2) discussion of the results
~

of each self-assessment with the NRC Restart Assessment Panel at each of the

designated plateaus and before comencing routine full-power operation; and

(3) documentation of the results of the licensee's overall self-assessmnt of the

L
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power mydN pegm af ter its ccmpletion and discussion of those results in

a nea:jctrent poet (ng uf n the NRC Restart Assessment Panel. NMPC complied with

the 'ir:A two of Otse conentions by performing the self-assessments and

discussing the results with the NRC Restart Assessment Panel before moving

beyond each of the plateaus. NMPC complied with the third t.ondition by

docurenting the results of its overall self-assessment of the power ascension

progt am in a letr.er to the N'RC dated December 11, 1990, and by discussing those

results with the fdtC Restart Assessment Panel in a menagement meeting held at

the licensee's training fecility on December 18, 1990.

''ihe NRC staff has concluded that NMPC successfully comp %ted the NN-)

power ascension ti st progran in accordance with its prog ahl pla and in accord.m t '

with Sunplement 1 to CAL 6617. Theref ore, by letter da ted Februar3 11, if M ,

the NPC Regional AdminiG rator for Region I agreed that NMPC hed satisfied the
,

provisions of CAL 88-17, Supplement 1. A sumaary of the staff's basis for

ccr.cluding that NMPC hac satisfiw the connitnents specified in Supplement I to

CAL 68-17 was inclucci a an attachment to the February 21, 1991, letter.

NMFC's per formance during the powr ascension program and NMPC's self-assessment

| of the nowkr etcensior, program were assessed os follows by the NRC staff, in

the attachment to the February 11, 1991, letter. The staff found that NMPC's

overall perfornance during the power eascension program was satisfactory.

! Problen: encountered by the plant staf f were appropriately handled and their

self-assessme,t process trd abi'lities clearly irproved during the power ascension

program. Powever, because performance t roble'.nt were noted during power ascension

with respect to new standards of farfor mnce and procedural compliance, particular

emphasis was subsequently placed by W,)C in these areas. As discussed below,

I!MPC adequately irgroved its perforunce in these areas. 'icensed operator.
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response to events during the power ascension program had been good. NMP 1

liter. sed operator requalification program evaluations had ' min perfortmes in

July,1990, and Decenber,1990. All licensed operators successfully passed

both the written and operating pcetions of the examinations. The staff contluded

that the general performance trend in the previous months was one of improvement

and the problems identified had been prornptly addressed with thorough corrective

actions. The staff found that NMPC's self-assessment of the power ascension

program was conprehensive and critical. f:PPC had perforrned its self assessr'ent

of the power ascension trc.gran through an intrgration of assessments done by

four separate groups. These four groups agreed on c cornrnon set of criteria for

evelu6tir.' the performarce of the phytical plant and personnel during the power

_

escensior, program, with particular focus on the effectivtr455 of licensee

prograras and persor.nel conformance with established stardards of performance,

l'anagement was not driven by schedule or capacity f actor in ensuring that the
- standards cf terforo.ance were being adhered to. The staff concluded that HMPC

aH tered t.c beve t,ecome rnore ef fective in the irnplen,entation of the self assessment-

proctess as the power ascension program progre, sed and rnade appropriate modifications

k to improve the process. The staff reached the final conclusion that the

E results of NPC inspections and assessments since the restart of talP-1 had been

favorable and that imPC had demonstrated sufficient capability to safely

operate and to prevent or to detect and correct problems. This conclusion,
'

coupled with i:MPC's satisf actory complet or, of the connitments specified in

Supplenent 1 of CAL 88-17, supported contiw ation r3 routine full power operation

and the closing of CAL 88-17, Supplement 1.
-

1 note that the stated objective of the Petitioner's request, to ensure that
_

_

the licensee "dernonstrates that it has the requisite rnanagement capability to

.

E
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[ safely)operateanuclearpowerplant,"isconsistentwiththeperformance

that the NRC staff expected from the licensee in satisfying the conditions of

CAL 8817, Supplement 1, and as discussed above, this has been satisfactorily
|

demonstrated by the licensee. l

|

The Petition does not re'ise any new issues regarding the technical
,

coigetence and integrity of the licensee's management to safely operate NNP-1. l

The information containeo in the Latition was already known to and considered

by the LRC staff during its evaluation of MPC's capability to restart and ;

operate NMP-1. Accordingly, with resp 6ct to the licenwe's management, I find ]
.

that the petition etMains no basis to institute such a proceeding as !
!

requested by the Petitioner.

2. There is continuing evidence of thinning of_the torus walls, and |
_

therefore, the plant should not be allowed to restart pefore the torus is

repaired. ;

During power operation, the primary containment for NMP-1 is a pressure

suppression containment system consisting of a drywell, suppression chamber

(torus),andinterconnectingventpiping. The torus contains a reserve of

water, the prirary purpose of which is to serve as a heat sink during loss of

coolant accidents. The torus walls are fabricated from carbon steel plates.
,

The inner surfaces of the torus walls are not protected from corrosion. The
$

wall thinning results from corrosion of the inner surfaces of the wall material.

NRC regulations (10 CFR 50,55a) require that the torus se dasigned in accordance

with the requirements of the Amcrican Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler

andPressureYessel(AShE) Code. The design requirements vi the ASME Code

assure an adequate margin of safety, provided the minimum design requirements {

(e.g.,minimumwallthickness)aremaintained.'

s
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Thinning of the torus walls has been eMent to the licensee since the

beginning of the licensee's w asurement of wall thickness in 1975 and to the

NRCstaffatleastsinceitsinspectioninMarch-April 1988(Inspection

Report Hos. 50 220/88 09 and 50-410/88-08, dated June 10,1988). The licensee

has been monitoring the wall thickness. The licensee's practice is to measure

the thickness every 6 months for trending purposes and for comparison to the

minimun allowable values required by the ASME Code. The NRC staff has reviewed

the licensee's data measurement program and the associated analyses and has

concluded, on the basis set forth below, that the licensee may operate NMp-1 in

its current condition for the remainder of the current fuel cycle provided

surveillarceofthetoruscontinuesat6-monthintervals(InspectionReport

Nos. 50 220/80-28 and 50-410/89-24, dated January 29,1990).

One of the specific technical issues included in the tap was the issue of

the torus wall thinning. As noted in the RAP, the NRC conducted an inspection

in fiarch - Arril 1988 wherein it performed independent measurements of the

torus wall thickness (Inspection Peport Nos. 50-220/88-09 end 50-410/88-08,

dated June 10,1988). The inspection identified deficiencies in

trending of the torus well thickness data taken by the licensee up to that time

and also identified a concern regarding procedures for identifying grid patterns

for thickness measurements. These concerns were also discussed in a meeting

.

he1<t ir the NRC Region 1 offices with the licensee on April 26, 1988. During
|

| this teeting, the licensee was requested to provide a justification for a

return to operation, considering the condition of-the torus. The licensee

responded to these concerns by letter dated tiny 27, 1988. By letter dated

j January 12, 1989, the licensee revised previous commitr,ents and indicated that

it would perform torus shell thickness measurenents every 6 months.

.

_ _ _ _ . . - . _ - --. y . ,
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By letter dated November 2?,1989, the licensee submitted a report prepared

by MPR Associates, Inc. assessing the sufficiency of the torus wall thickness for

the next operating cycle. Given the measurements of torus well thickness

at NMP-1 (availabic in Table 1 of Enclosure 3 to the staff's letter to Petitioner

dated April 2,1991) and because the minimum code allowable torus wall thickness

is 0.447 inch, the uncertainty in the wall thickness measurement is 20.003

inch, and the maximum corrosion rate is 0.002 inch ptr year, MPR Associates,

Inc. and HMPC concluded that the NMP-1 torus well thickness satisfies the ASME

Code and 10 CFR 50.55a for the current fuel cycle of opera *. ion. The NRC staff

issued Inspection Report ttos. 50-??O/89-28 and 50-410/89-?e, dated January 29,

1990, covering its recent inspections on this issue and of its review of the

licensee's November 22, 1989, subtittal. On the basis of 155 in',pections and

review, the staff concluded that NMP-1 could be tafely operated for one more

fuel cycle, provided that surveillance of the torus continues et intervals of

every 6 months as previously comitted to by the licensee in its letter dated

November 22, 1989, and that the torus wall thickness is not reduc 9d tt less

than 0.447 inch.

The NRC staff't conclusion that the IWP-1 plant is acceptable f ar operation

in this regard continues to be b6 sed on a demonstration of adequate torus wall

thickness to meet the ASME Code design basis allowable stresses. As r ned

above, the torus has been evaluated by the licensee and the NRC std ind found

to meet the required acceptance criteria for continued operation. Furthermore,

the licensee has committed to measure the tems wall thickness every 6 months

end is performing engineering evaluations to determint what repairs, if any, may be

required during the next refueling outage. The status of the torus wall

thickness is well known to the NRC staf f. The thickness of the torus wall
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material still meets its acceptance requirements for continued operation. The

Petitioner has submitted no new infonnation relating to this concern nor given

any reason for imposing on NMP-1 requirements stricter than those set forth in

10 CFR 50.558. Therefore, the Petitioner has not presented the NRC with any

new facts on which to reevaluate this concern. Accordingly, I find that torus

wall thinning does not provide a basis for instituting a proceeding as requested

by the Petitioner.

3. Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 1. should be held to a different

s'andard than other plants and should not be allowed to restart withoui

implementino all applicable NRC generic letters and bulletins relating to

safety.

Generic letters and bulletins are written notifications to groups of

licensees identifying specific problems and which nay recomend specific

actions. Generic letters and bulletins each provide time for implementation

of proposed actions, if any. These generic letters and bulletins normally are

directed to all commercial nuclear power plants, including HMP-1, as appropriate

to the circumstances indicated by the information corr 1unicated in each generic

letter or bulletin.
!

The management and technical issues relating to the recent 21/2-year

shutdown of HMP-1 have been extensively set forth, documented, and evaluated,

as previously indicated. The status of implementation of actions requested by

generic letters and bulletins was not a factor that led to the shutdown. In

addition, the adequacy of HMPC's corrective actions for the issues that led to
I

the plant's shutdown does not depend on whether NMPC's actions associated with

each of the NRC generic letters and bulletins have been fully implemented.

In the licensee's development of the five URCs responsible for management

|
ineffectiveness or during the development of corrective actions required to
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address the 18 specific issues listed in Table 1 of the RAP, the licensee did

not find that the lack of effective implementation of generic letters and

bulletins was a f actor related to these issues. Nor, during its review, did

the NRt make any such discoveries. On the contrary, since the generic letten,

and bulletins were not directly U nked to the RAP and its implementation, a

requirement to fully implement all generic letters and bulletins before startup

would add very little to assure that the licensee had sufficiently resolved the

root cause of p st performance problems to be able to safely operate the plant.

The Petitioner has not presented a basis for a standard for NMP.1 implementing

actions recuested in generic communications different from other licensees. As

described above, the Petitioner does not set forth any valid rationale for why

a different standard in this regard should apply. Accordingly, 1 find that

this 3 sue does not form a basis on which to institute a proceeding as requested

by the Petitioner.

CONCLUS10H

Our review of these three concerns contained in the Petition has identified

no inforration that was not $1rcady available to the NRC staff. The bases

provided for the first two concerns reiterate previously known information.

The third concern constitutes a generalized assertion without a supporting

basis. Considering that the Petition does not offer any new information or new

insights into these issues, I find no basis for instituting a proceeding as

requested by the Petitioner.

.

- - - - - - - - _ . _ _ _ ___ ___ _
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The institution of proceedings pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202 is appropriate.

only where substantial health and safety issues have been raised

(see Consolidated Edison Company of New York (IndianPoint, Units 1,2,and3),.
_

CLI-75-B,2N.R.C.173,175(1975): Washington Public Power Supply System

(WPPS$NuclearProjectNo. 2),0084-7,19N.R.C.899,924(1984)). This is

the standard that I have applied to the concerns raised by the Petitioner in

this decision to determine whether enforcement action is warranted.

For the reasons discussed above, I conclude that the Petitioner has not

raised any substantial health and safety issues. Accordin9 y, the Petitioner's1

request for action pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 is denied as described in this

Decision. Asprovidedby10CFR2.206(c),acopyofthisDecisionwillbe,

filed with the Secretary of the Comission for the Comissinn's review. The

Decision will become the final action of the Connission twenty five (25) days

af ter issuance unless the Comission on its own motion institutes review of

the Decision within that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS10fl

Wh[
Thomas E. Murley, Directo
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatien

Dated at Rochille, Maryland,
this 20d day of April, 1991
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